
BuiltRight Industries Bedside Rack System

The BuiltRight Industries Bedside Rack System adds modular mounting panels to the inside 
walls of a normally featureless truck bed, enabling users to quickly and securely mount their 
choice of tools, equipment and accessories. These OEM fit and finish steel panels require no 
modification. Easy installation with basic hand tools!

The Problem

Every year, hundreds of thousands of new truck owners purchase bed organization 
accessories. They usually come in the form of a shiny metal box, a tub on a hinge or a large set
of drawers. These are great solutions for many, but if you need to keep your gear locked into 
place, organized and easily accessible, they all fall short.

Needing a solution for our own shop truck, we set out to create the what would become the 
only modular panel system for the bed of a full size and mid size pickup truck.



Made in USA Design and Manufacturing

This is the stuff you won’t see most small manufacturers doing. It’s in the name - we do things 
right. Each BuiltRight Industries Bedside Rack system is designed from a ‘clean sheet’ to 
perfectly fit the truck that it’s intended for. We use the latest 3D scanning and CAD technology 
to design and test each panel with simulated loads and impacts, revising each design until 
we’re confident that it’s as badass and durable as is possible.

During manufacturing, we pull panels from the line and scan them to ensure fit and quality are 
consistent throughout the run. Using CNC turret punching, laser cutting and bending 
equipment, we can repeatably manufacture and bend the Bedside Rack panels to within small 
fractions of a degree.







A Complete Solution

The BuiltRight system doesn’t end with the panels. We’ve designed and manufactured a 
number of clamps and attachments that we’ve found to be most useful for our customers, 
based on their feedback. We’re constantly adding to that lineup.

The newest additions are a Rotopax mounting bracket and a variety of stainless steel riser 
mounts for rubber holding clamps. In process right now is a mounting bracket for an off road 
jack. These are all carefully designed to be easily used with our bed rack panels.

Rely on premium truck bed accessories by BuiltRight if you’re looking for quality and efficiency.

https://www.carid.com/builtright/
https://www.carid.com/bed-accessories.html

